
How Prepared is
your comms team?
Key trends every communication
leader should be thinking about for
2021

Measurement

Business acumen

Change facilitation

Audience understanding

Content creation

Interaction

Channel management

Planning

A flexible collaborator

A curious coach

A proactive strategic and critical thinker

An influential negotiator

A resilient problem-solver

A team-playing relationship builder

A clear and adaptable communicator

A self-motivated organiser

Obvious gaps in capability have emerged

Traditional skills score much higher
than emerging competencies and
extremes in these ranges are
resulting in communicators working
harder, not smarter.

Communication leaders need to better understand their teams'
proficiency across all skills and competencies to lessen extremes
and identify gaps that may be impacting performance.

Key take
away

Planning
Channel management

Change facilitation
Measurement
A curious coach
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Skills

Competencies

In this report we use Kademy data* to present a snapshot of the
current state of communication skills and competencies and
make recommendations about what needs to change for our
industry to continue to be successful.
* Aggregated data from 209 self-assessments taken from Kademy's skills and competency assessment tool over a 12-month period 
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Widespread uncertainty has hindered planning

comms leaders are saying uncertainty
has limited their ability to plan for
the long-term. This disconnect points
to the need to differentiate short- and
long-term planning.

High levels of change show no signs of slowing

48%
of communicators rated
change as one of their

two lowest skills

Many in our teams feel
unprepared when it comes to
dealing with high and sustained 
levels of change.

Planning is the

top scoring skill...

and yet...

Only 1 in 4
are confident developing
change communications

that cultivate and
empower change

advocates

Communicators need to elevate their thinking about planning to
incorporate more business acumen and a strategic lens.

Key take
away
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A change of mindset is necessary - from managing a single change
initiative to facilitating an organisation that’s change-ready.

Top
Tip

Key take
away
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Remote working has complicated the building and
maintaining of stakeholder relationships

Communicators need to shift from relying on their (often assumed)
natural ability in these areas to being more structured in their
approach.

The ability to collaborate,
influence, listen and coach our
stakeholders is more important
than ever...

Key take
away

40% rate a curious coach as
their lowest competency

rate a flexible collaborator 
as their lowest competency52%

...and yet, for all levels of
experience, these two
associated competencies
score the lowest.
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Specialists are needed during times of change5

Comms leaders must be willing to look hard at their teams and
commit to getting everyone to an acceptable level of performance,
while assigning specialists where they can have the most impact.

Key take
away

The benefits of
being a generalist
are strongest in
fields with a slower
pace of change.
Harvard Business Review "

"

A slow pace of change hasn't been
the case in communication for a
long time. If recent events have
taught us anything, they never will
be again.

Spec ial i st General i stVS
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Uses proven methods
to effectively evaluate
communication
initiatives and improve
performance.

Business acumen

Change
facilitation

Audience
understanding

Content
creation

Interaction

Channel
management

Planning
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Measurement
Understands the
business drivers and
how communication
can impact them to
achieve business
outcomes.

Possesses a working
knowledge of change
management concepts and
integrates that information
into effective communication
initiatives.

Understands audience
views/interests to create
in‐depth segmentation
approaches that
enhance communication
results.

Creates clear,
consistent, and
innovative content
that engages,
inspires, and
motivates audiences.

Speaks and
presents
information
effectively to
enable optimal
understanding
and achieve
desired
outcomes.

Manages and
implements
channels
strategically to meet
communication
objectives.

Plans and executes
initiatives on time,
within budget, and in
service to
organisational
objectives.
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who has the ability to uncover
communication challenges and
use listening and questioning to

get to the heart of the matter.

who can anticipate needs and

think rationally and objectively

about the future.
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who communicates clearly
through their writing and

speaking and can adjust to
others’ communication styles.

who is an active and reliable

participant, demonstrates

honesty, and builds trust.
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A skill is a specific learned action. It’s
what you learn and when you learn it.
A skill gets the job done and should be
the absolute baseline required to be
hired for a job.

What is a skill?

Kademy partners with communication
leaders and teams to develop tailored
programmes of high-impact virtual
learning and development.

A competency is an ability or
behaviour. It’s who you are and how
you get the job done. Competencies
can elevate a role or a person in
entirely different ways.

What is a competency?

Focusing your development using Kademy's skills
and competencies

Inspire your team and
transform your function

www.kademygroup.com hello@kademygroup.com
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